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Abstract— Many emerging applications are inherently error-
resilient and hence do not require exact computation. In this
paper, we consider the task allocation and scheduling problem
for mapping such applications to voltage-scalable multiprocessor
systems. The proposed solution, namely ApproxMap, judicious-
ly determines the mapping and execution sequence of resilient
tasks to minimize the energy consumption of the application while
meeting their target quality requirements and timing constraints.
To be specific, ApproxMap generates energy-efficient yet flexi-
ble task schedule at design-time, and conducts lightweight online
adjustment according to runtime dynamics for further energy-
efficiency improvement. Experimental results on various task
graphs demonstrate the efficacy of ApproxMap.

I. INTRODUCTION

Error resilience can be broadly defined as the characteristic of an

application to produce acceptable outputs despite its constituent com-

putations being performed imperfectly (with error). Many emerging

applications (e.g., Recognition, Mining and Synthesis) in the big da-

ta era exhibit this intriguing trait [4, 6]. Because these applications

are typically compute-intensive, they are usually quite energy-hungry.

Therefore, it is desirable to exploit application resilience property

and apply approximate computing for energy savings, especially for

battery-operated embedded devices.

Numerous approximate computing techniques have been develope-

d to exploit this resilient feature for improved performance and/or

energy efficiency gains [6, 11–16]. Techniques at the system level

include analysis and characterization of application resilience [6], dy-

namic modifying operand bit-width [12], design of lightweight quali-

ty checker [14, 15], etc. These efforts have established the significant

potential of approximate computing, and there is a growing interest in

this area.

Recently, Karakonstantis et al. [9] propose a software-hardware

co-design technique for error-resilient applications, which can iden-

tify, schedule and execute the tasks and obtain acceptable quali-

ty under given operating conditions. The system identifies critical

tasks at runtime based on special directives and schedules these tasks

to the appropriate units that can dynamically switch between accu-

rate/approximate operation mode by tuning voltage/frequency. While

targeting similar problem for error-resilient application, [9] is quite

brief and mainly focuses on software-hardware synergy without giv-

ing any systematical approach for task allocation and scheduling.

On the other hand, task allocation and scheduling has been a fo-

cused research problem in the parallel processing domain for a long

time. In particular, various power-aware task allocation and schedul-

ing techniques have been presented to improve energy-efficiency of

multiprocessor systems [3, 8, 17]. These solutions, however, assume

that tasks must be executed correctly in the system and do not take

error-resilience features of applications into consideration.

To the best of knowledge, resilience-aware mapping and schedul-

ing policy has yet to be explored in the literature, despite signif-

icant research efforts have been dedicated to approximate comput-

ing. For emerging applications that contain both resilient and error-

sensitive tasks running on multi-processor systems, it is possible to

over-scale the processor voltage for resilient tasks mapped onto it and

use lightweight quality checkers to detect whether it is acceptable.

If not, we could re-execute the task with higher supply voltage until

the results are with acceptable quality. By judiciously determining

the mapping and scaling sequence of resilient tasks, we are able to

achieve better energy savings when compared to existing task allo-

cation and scheduling solutions (e.g., [10]) that do not exploit appli-

cation error-resilience property. The objective of the proposed solu-

tion, namely ApproxMap, is to investigate how and to what extent

energy savings can be achieved via effective and efficient task alloca-

tion and scheduling, without compromising the target quality require-

ments and timing constraints. The main contributions of our work can

be summarized as follows:

• We propose a hybrid resilient application mapping and schedul-

ing framework for voltage-scalable multiprocessor system,

which integrates a comprehensive design-time analysis method-

ology with lightweight online adjustment strategy according to

runtime dynamics;

• We propose to use a two stage approaches to solve the schedul-

ing problems at design time, where an integer linear program-

ming (ILP) model generates an initial schedule that guarantees

the performance requirement in the worst case scenario, and a

simulated annealing-based algorithm to refine the schedule that

takes potential runtime energy savings into consideration;

• Our run-time scheduler utilizes a novel lightweight run-time

heuristic that manages run-time slack reclamation without di-

minishing the benefits of schedule generated at design time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates

the resilient application and the error probability model. Section III

presents the overall ApproxMap framework. Offline scheduling algo-

rithms and online adjustment strategies are then detailed in Section

IV and Section V, respectively. Experimental results are presented in

Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model
We consider multiprocessor system-on-a-chip (MPSoC) that con-

sists of a set of processor cores, denoted as M. For each pro-

cessor, the operating voltage can be scaled among a set V =
{V1, V2, · · · , VK}, where V1 < V2 < · · · < VK . VK is the nom-

inal voltage, while the other voltage level could potentially impact the

correctness of the computation (i.e., VOS without frequency scaling).
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We assume that the processors are architecturally identical, and that

the only source of heterogeneity is the operational voltage level of

processor cores.

B. Application Model
We use the Data Flow Graph (DFG) to represent a resilient ap-

plication to be executed in the system. A DFG G = 〈T , E ,R〉 is a

directed acyclic graph (DAG), where T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn} is the set

of nodes, and E ⊆ T × T is the set of edges that defines the prece-

dence relations among the nodes in T . Each node τi ∈ T represents

a task to be executed with worst-case execution time (WCET) eti.
Each edge in the graph (eij ∈ E) indicates that task τj is dependent

on τi. A deadline L is associated with DFG G, which means that the

application G has to be completed before L. The power consumption

of task τi under voltage level Vj is denoted as Wi,j . The energy for

executing τi at voltage Vj can be expressed as Ei,j = Wi,j ∗ ti.
Generally speaking, different tasks in an application are not equally

susceptible to errors due to different data and control flow properties,

internal error masking effects, etc. Therefore, these tasks exhibit dis-

tinct error-resilience capabilities. On the other hand, there exist error-

sensitive parts (e.g., control flow) that using inexact computations for

them may cause fatal errors or even crash the system. Thereby we

classify tasks into two categories, namely, resilient tasks and sensitive

tasks, and use set R = {Resilt1, Resilt2, ..., Resiltn} to indicate

the tasks’ fault-tolerant property. For sensitive tasks, we must guaran-

tee its correctness by using nominal voltage without any scaling. For

the resilient ones, we can exploit its resilience capability thorough-

ly and choose the proper operating voltage by using VOS for energy

efficiency improvement while still meeting the quality requirements.

C. Error Probability Model
For a given operation, some sets of operands may generate cor-

rect outputs, while other sets of operands would result timing error

and may lead to unacceptable output quality. In addition, differen-

t operations within the ALU may have different critical-path length.

To be specific, errors depend upon the voltage selected for execution,

the operation and operands. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, for in-

herently resilient tasks functionality is defined on a continuous scale

of output quality. Therefore, incorrect output may be acceptable if it

meet the quality requirements. In other words, for a resilient task τ
and input I , the result may be acceptable even if it is not the correct

output due to the overscaled voltage. In this paper, we model this with

the following two assumptions.

Given a task τ and a specific workload as input I , there exists a

threshold voltage Vth(τ, I): using any voltage V below the threshold

(V < Vth(τ, I)) will lead to unacceptable results, while using any

voltage above that threshold (V ≥ Vth(τ, I)) will always lead to a

successful execution. Note that different workload as inputs for the

same computation may have different threshold voltages.

Given a task τi which executes under voltage Vm, the probabili-

ty that the computation fails to meet quality requirement, denoted as

Pri,m, is computed as Pri,m = I′(τi,Vm)
I(τi)

, where I(τi) denotes the

set of all possible workloads for task τi and I ′(τi, Vm) denotes the set

of inputs for which task τi will fail at voltage Vm.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. Problem Definition
Based on the above, our resilience-aware task allocation and

scheduling on voltage scalable multiprocessors can be formulated as

follows. Given a resilient application G = 〈T , E ,R〉 with an associ-

ated deadline L, and the voltage scalable system containing a set of

cores M, the objective is to allocate and schedule the execution of the

resilient application, such that: (i). all tasks are executable; (ii). every

task completes by its specified deadline (if any); and (iii). the total

energy consumption is minimized.

Note that, for each resilient task with different error probabilities at

various operational voltages, we try to execute it with lower voltage

whenever possible for energy-efficiency gains. If it cannot meet its

quality requirement, we would re-execute the task with higher volt-

age and this procedure may continue until the task is executed with

nominal voltage.

M M M M

M M M M

M M M M

Application set
Error probability 
characterization

Resilience
Identification

Initial schedule guaranteeing time constraint in 
the worst case scenario (Section 4.1)

Adjust the initial schedule to facilitate online 
energy saving (Section 4.2)

Offline scheduler (Section 4)

Design time

M M M M

M M M M

M M M M

Active Application set

Slack reclamation 
Voltage scaling set 

updating for those 
tasks in PEST Quality checker

Online scheduler 
(Section 5)

Run-Time

Scalable system

Figure 1. The proposed ApproxMap framework.

B. The Proposed Framework
We propose the so-called ApproxMap solution to address the above

problem. ApproxMap is performed at two phases, as demonstrated in

Figure 1. During the design time, we first provide an optimal initial

schedule that minimizes the total expected energy consumption with

timing constraint satisfied in the worst case scenario by using an in-

teger linear programming (ILP) model. As the resilient tasks could

complete earlier within its scheduled time slot, there might be some

online time slacks which could be used to improve the scheduling

for the upcoming tasks. However, as shown in Section IV.B, using

the schedule from ILP model directly could lead to these slacks are

unusable at runtime. To tackle this problem, we then adjust the ini-

tial schedule by modifying the task-core assignment, as detailed in

Section IV.B. During the run time, we utilize a novel lightweight

heuristic that co-manages run-time slack reclamation, voltage scaling

set updating and output quality management in a multi-core environ-

ment without diminishing the benefits of schedule generated at design

time.

IV. OFFLINE SOLUTION

In the offline stage, ApproxMap generates an initial task schedule

for runtime execution. Such initialization should have the following

features: (i) prevent the application from timing violation; (ii) get as

much potential energy savings as possible. To achieve these targets,
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we first provide a schedule with minimum expected energy consump-

tion by using an ILP model, and then refine this schedule by a sim-

ulated annealing-based algorithm to maximize the potential runtime

energy savings.

A. Initialization from ILP Model
In this section, we analyze and formulate the scheduling problem

by an ILP model to obtain an optimal initial schedule.

For any resilient task τi with input I , it is almost impossible to

make exact prediction on which single voltage level can output the

result with quality satisfied and energy consumption minimized. In

addition, for a single voltage level Vm, it cannot guarantee the output

result of τi is acceptable for any input. Therefore, we use a voltage

scaling set, each of which is ended with the nominal voltage VK , to

represent the execution process of a resilient task.

Definition 1. For any resilient task τi ∈ T , the scaling set, denoted
as Si, is defined as the sequence of voltages Si = {V1, V2, · · · , VK}
selected from V , where V1 < V2 <, · · · , < VK under which task τi
is going to be executed.

For instance, Si = {V2, VK} is a valid scaling set for task τi to

execute. With this scaling set, τi would first execute with voltage

V2, followed by VK . Based on error probability model in Section II,

the probability that the execution of task τi does not meet the quality

requirement (i.e., fails) at voltages V1, V2, · · · , Vm−1 but succeeds at

Vm [5] is:

Psucc(i, Vm) = Pri,m−1 − Pri,m ∀i ∈ T (1)

Suppose a scaling set Si = {V1, V2, · · · , Vm} is scheduled to ex-

ecute task τi, where V1 < V2 <, · · · , < Vm, and Vm = VK . The

expected energy consumption is:

E(τi, Si) = (Wi,1 +
∑m

j=2
Pri,j−1 ∗Wi,j) ∗ eti (2)

Proof. There are m situations that would happen when using this

scaling set executing τi, namely, executing successfully at V1 where

the probability is 1−Pri,1, executing fails at voltage V1, but succeeds

at V2. etc. Therefore, according to the definition of expected value,

E(τi, Si) = (1−Pri,1) ·Wi,1 · eti +Psucc(i, V2) · (Wi,1 +Wi,2) ·
eti + · · ·+ Psucc(i, Vm) · (Wi,1 +Wi,2 + · · ·+Wi,m) · eti, where

Pri,m is 0 and Psucc(i, Vm) = Pri,m−1. The value is (Wi,1 +∑m
j=2 Pri,j−1 ∗Wi,j) ∗ eti.
Based on the above, we can get the offline initialization by using an

ILP model, and the objective is to find a schedule which satisfies the

timing constraint and gives the minimum expected energy consump-

tion
∑

i∈T E(τi, Si)
1. For task τi, the worst case execution time

|Si| · eti is considered in the model to prevent the application from

timing violation. That is, we assume the output result cannot satis-

fy the quality requirement using all over-scaled voltage level until it

is executed with nominal VK . Since both the objective function and

the constraints are linear, it can be formulated as an ILP problem and

solved efficiently. Due to limited space, please refer to the technical

report [2] for the detailed formulation.

B. Improved Initialization
Although the schedule generated by ILP model can prevent appli-

cation from timing violation with minimized expected energy con-

sumption. It may not be the best schedule for online execution. This

1As the actual energy consumed by a resilient task is unknown until it is
successfully executed. Hence, in this offline stage, the expected value is adopt-
ed to represent the long-run average energy consumption.

is because in the offline stage, we assume the worst case execution

scenario for each resilient task. However, in actual situation, it is very

likely that the output result obtained with over-scaled voltage is ac-

ceptable, thus consume less time than the worst case situation. In

these cases, the remaining idle time can be utilized at run time to save

extra energy according to the execution context.

M2

M1

time

Deadline

Lt1 t20

PEST set:  { }

Schedule generated by ILP model

S2
ILP: {V1,V2,V3};   OVS2: {V1,V2,V3}

S7
ILP: {V3};             OVS7: {V1,V3}

t5

Worst case 
execution time

Slack
window

Expected
value

Resilient task

Task graph

Sensitive task

t4

Figure 2. A motivational example.

However, some schedule generated by ILP model may cause the

slack time slots unusable at runtime. As illustrated in Figure 2, ILP

model generate a schedule for the resilient application (the left side

of Figure 2) onto a two core voltage scalable system. Each core can

run with any one of the three voltage levels including two overscaled

voltage (V1, V2) and the nominal voltage (V3). The application has

two fault-tolerant tasks marked as dashed line as shown in the task

graph. It can be observed from Figure 2, the voltage set for τ2 is

{V1, V2, V3}, and worst case execution time of τ2, that is 3 · eti, is

assumed. The voltage set for another resilient task τ7 is {V3}, which

is not the optimal set with minimum expected energy consumption.

Hence, further energy saving can be achieved at runtime if more time

budget is available for τ7, e.g., by updating voltage set to {V1, V3}.

At runtime, task τ2 would be executed on M1 following the se-

quence of its voltage set. In one case where τ2 is successfully execut-

ed with voltage V1, and τ4 is executed in advance and finishes before

t4 resulting a time slack. However, this slack cannot be utilized for

task τ7 to update voltage set for further energy saving, since τ7 has to

wait until τ6 finishes and cannot be executed before time t5. Howev-

er, if τ6 is assigned to M1, this kind of situation can be avoided and

the time slack can be exploited.

For ILP model, the objective value is totally same in either of these

cases (scheduling task τ6 on M1 or scheduling task τ6 on M2). It

cannot differentiate those schedules and cannot make better decisions

among them. Therefore, as illustrated in this simple example, by fine

tuning the schedule generated with ILP model, further energy saving

can be achieved at runtime. To address this problem, we propose

to use a simulated annealing-based algorithm to refine the schedule

generated by the ILP model. In this way, the slack time can be utilized

effectively at run time.

B.1 Potential Energy Saving Tasks
To present SA-based algorithm clearly, in this subsection we define

the potential energy saving tasks and the PEST set.

For any resilient task τi ∈ T , define its optimal scaling set, denoted

as OV Si, to be the scaling set that gives minimum expected energy

consumption for task τi according to Equation (2).

Definition 2. A task τi ∈ T is a “potential energy saving task”, if
its scaling set obtained with ILP model, denoted as SILP

i , is different
from OV Si.

4A-1
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For a “potential energy saving task” τi, there are two points need to

be noted. First, the expected energy with scaling set SILP
i from ILP

is larger than that with OV Si, according to the optimal scaling set

definition. Second, the worst case execution time for τi with OV Si is

longer than that with SILP
i , and ILP abandoned the OV Si because of

the relatively tight time constraint. This gives us a chance on energy

saving for task τi if there is extra time duration.

Define PEST to be the task set which contains all the potential

energy saving tasks based on the schedule generated from ILP model.

The point is to refine the schedule to make sure the runtime slack can

be utilized for those tasks belong to PEST .

B.2 Solution representation
For an application G = 〈T , E〉 and voltage scalable system M,

the task allocation and schedule is represented as (schedule order

sequence; resource assignment sequence), denoted as (SO,RE).
Schedule order sequence is the order of all tasks in T that conforms to

the partial order designated by E , and resource assignment sequence

is the assignment for each task in the schedule order sequence.

B.3 Cost Function
To find a proper schedule which can facilitate online slack utilization,

we assume each resilient task is executed with its expected execu-

tion time. By assuming that, multiple slack windows would appear

as shown in Figure 2. For those tasks in PEST set, energy reduc-

tion can be achieved if it can utilize those slack window. For ex-

ample, in Figure 2, the scaling set of task τ4 can be updated from

{V3} to {V2, V3}. The corresponding potential energy saving for τ4
is E(τi, {V3})− E(τi, {V2, V3}).

Denote SSA
i as the voltage scaling set of task τi under the assump-

tion that tasks are finished with its expected execution time. The

proposed simulated annealing-based algorithm assesses the quality

of schedule (SO,RE) by measuring its total potential energy sav-

ing compared to the solution generated by ILP model. We design our

cost function used in the algorithm as follows:

cost = μ · 1{∃i:fi>L} −
∑

τi∈PEST

E(τi, S
ILP
i )− E(τi, S

SA
i ) (3)

where the first term indicates the deadline violation penalty. To be

specific, μ is a sufficient large number, and 1{.} is the indicator func-

tion. This function is equal to 1 if a schedule cannot meet deadline;

otherwise, it is equal to 0. Thus, if a schedule violates the deadline

constraint, the cost of this solution will be very large and hence be

abandoned. Otherwise, the first term disappears and only the second

term about potential energy saving remains.

B.4 Simulated annealing process
Given an initial solution from ILP model, the SA-based algorithm s-

tarts with a high “temperature”. This temperature gradually decreases

during the simulated annealing process. At each temperature Ta, a

certain amount of iterations is conducted and some neighbor solu-

tions are considered. Once we reach a new solution, its cost (denoted

as Costnew) is computed using equation 3, and compared to that of

the old one (denoted as Costold). If Costnew < Costold, the new

solution is accepted; otherwise, the probability that the new solution

is accepted is e−(Costnew−Costold)/Ta. When Ta meets the prede-

fined ending temperature, the simulated annealing process is termi-

nated and the solution with the lowest cost obtained so far is regarded

as the final solution.

V. ONLINE SOLUTION

Utilizing static schedule for run-time workload management shifts

the burden associated with the complex task graph scheduling prob-

lem to design time. However, systems in the real-world encounter var-

ious unpredictable variations at run-time due to the varying resilience

capabilities across different tasks and/or datasets. Hence, in this sec-

tion, we present a lightweight run-time management scheme that pro-

vides an integrated solution to address slack reclamation, voltage scal-

ing set updating and output quality management without diminishing

the benefits of initialization generated at design time.

Algorithm V.1 Dynamic Adjustment for Slack Reclamation
and Scaling Set Updating

Require: Task graph G = 〈T , E ,R〉 to be executed; (SO,RE)
where SO is schedule order sequence and RE is the resource
assignment sequence; scaling set and start time for each task
τi ∈ T ; PEST : potential energy saving task set.

Ensure: Run-time schedule information for task graph G.
1: while there are unscheduled tasks in the task list SO do
2: τi ← pop the first task from SO.
3: slack ← starti − Tcu

4: if τi is a sensitive task then
5: schedule τi on REi to execute with nominal voltage.
6: else
7: if τi ∈ PEST and slack ≥ eti then
8: slack times ← floor(slack/eti).
9: total times ← |Si|+ slack times

10: Si ← updateS(τi, total times)
11: end if
12: Schedule task τi on processor REi to execute with scaling

set Si. Wake up quality checker to evaluate the output qual-
ity.

13: end if
14: end while

Our run-time management scheme, Algorithm V.1, can reclaim the

time slacks that become available when a resilient task finishes before

its worst case finishing time as predicted in the offline stage. These

slacks will be used for PEST by updating their suboptimal scaling

sets to get extra energy saving. As the offline generated schedule in-

cludes a designated start time recorded for all task nodes, these infor-

mation can help us to identify any instances of slack time. Whenever

a new task is going to execute, the amount of slack time is calculated

by subtracting the node’s designated start time by the current time Tcu

(Line 3). For sensitive task, it is been executed with nominal voltage

(Line 5). For resilient task, its voltage scaling set would be updated if

it belongs to PEST set and the time slack is longer than its execution

time (Line 7-11), otherwise, the voltage scaling set obtained at offline

would be used. Function updateS(τi, total times) in Line 10 re-

turns τi’s optimal scaling set with worst case execution time at most

total times ·eti. As the number of voltage level for the scalable sys-

tem is limited, it is easy to find out this optimal set. If the time slack is

not sufficient for executing task τi once, τi will start execution earlier

than the designated time and thus the slack time can be passed to up-

coming task. Resilient task τi is then scheduled on REi and executed

following the voltage scaling set Si (Line 12).

ApproxMap triggers the quality checker to evaluate if the output

result is acceptable every time when task τi is executed with a over-

scaled voltage. The quality checker can be thought as a lightweight

calibration unit with small energy consumption overhead [19] which

monitors the accuracy and performance dynamically. If the quality re-

quirement under current voltage level is satisfied, we stop the execu-

tion process and get the time slack. Otherwise, it will be re-executed

with the next higher voltage level in Si. And hence the probability to

produce an unqualified result will become smaller.
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TABLE I
ENERGY CONSUMPTION (IN MICROJOULE) OF RANDOM TASK GRAPHS OBTAINED WITH DIFFERENT STRATEGIES.

FR Application Ge Schedule PriS
ApproxMap

Energy ILP time� %(GS) %(PriS)

30%

kbasic task 2.236 2.153 1.994 0.153 10.82% 7.39%
kseries parallel xover 2.414 2.299 2.128 0.052 11.85% 7.44%
kseries parallel 3.627 3.515 3.231 0.087 10.92% 8.08%
Avg. - - - - 11.20% 7.63%

50%

kbasic task 2.236 1.985 1.781 3.842 20.35% 10.28%
kseries parallel xover 2.414 2.140 1.894 1.579 21.54% 11.50%
kseries parallel 3.627 3.247 2.871 0.873 20.84% 11.58%
Avg. - - - - 20.91% 11.12%

70%

kbasic task 2.236 1.834 1.567 28.513 29.92% 14.56%
kseries parallel xover 2.414 2.085 1.758 8.734 27.17% 15.68%
kseries parallel 3.627 3.039 2.618 4.571 27.82% 13.85%
Avg. - - - - 28.30% 14.70%

� The time needed for ILP solver is in seconds.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We develop a simulator with C++ to evaluate our proposed re-

silient application mapping and scheduling framework, ApproxMap.

The offline ILP model is run under Gurobi 5.60 [1] with CVX 2.1 in

the Matlab. Experiments are conducted with a set of pseudo-random

task graphs generated by TGFF 3.5 [7] using the sample input files

that come with the software package and executed on a voltage s-

calable platform with 4 processors. Each processor has four oper-

ation voltages (1.69 V, 1.46 V, 1.38 V, 1.32 V), in which 1.69V is

the environmental-margin point that the minimum voltage required to

run without errors at the worst-case operating temperature of 85◦C [?
] and is regarded as the nominal operation voltage. The error rates

for each resilient task under those overscaled voltage levels are uni-

formly distributed between [0.0001 0.1] as demonstrated in [? ]. The

parameters for the simulated annealing approach are set as follows:

initial temperature = 100, cooling rate = 0.99, and ending temperature

= 10−5. We compare ApproxMap with two other strategies. The

general scheduling method (Ge Schedule) which executes all the tasks

accurately by using nominal voltage is developed as one of the base-

line to show that much energy saving can be achieved at system-level

scheduling procedure by exploiting error-tolerant property. The other

strategy, abbreviated as PriS, is a state-of-the-art method proposed in

[18]. Since PriS does not consider voltage scaling for resilient tasks,

we modify it for fair comparison by choosing a scaling set according

to a predefined error probability threshold.

The resilience property is simulated with various task graphs with

different proportions of resilient tasks, as shown in Table I. In Table

I, Columns 1 and 2 indicate the percentage of resilient tasks and ap-

plications; Column “Ge Schedule” shows the energy consumption (in

microjoule, energy model in [20]) of the strategy without considering

resilience property, and column “PriS” shows the energy consump-

tion of PriS. In the last four columns, we present energy dissipations

by using the proposed solution ApproxMap, the time needed for ILP

model (column “ILP time”) and the percentage of energy reduction.

Columns “%(GS)” and “%(PriS)” show the reduced percentage of

energy consumption of the the proposed ApproxMap, compared to

Ge Schedule and PriS, respectively.

From the experimental results, we can see that for each random

generated task graph in Table I, ApproxMap reduces a significant

amount of energy by selectively executing resilient tasks with over-

scaled voltage. Specifically, it reduces 28.30% energy in the case

where 70% tasks are error-resilient, compared to the method exe-

cuting all tasks precisely (Ge Schedule). In addition, an average

of 11.20% and 20.91% energy reduction is achieved for FR=30%

and FR=70%, respectively, which clearly demonstrates that by tak-

ing error-resilience feature into consideration at task allocation and

scheduling procedure , a substantial amount of energy can be saved

effectively. Compared to PriS, ApproxMap reduces 7.63% total en-

ergy when 30% tasks are fault-tolerant. As the number of resilien-

t operation increases, it gains more energy savings, and reduces

14.70% energy consumption in the situation where 70% tasks are

error-resilient. By comparing these three sets of experiment result-

s (FR=30%, FR=50%, FR=70%), we can find that as the number of

resilient tasks increases, ApproxMap gains more energy saving by

overscale voltages for those resilient tasks. Note that for random gen-

erated task graphs, PriS as well as ApproxMap guarantees the timing

requirement in all cases.

The time needed for ILP solver is also presented in Table I (column

“ILP time”). It can be observed that it takes less than one seconds

to tens of minutes to get the optimal solution for most applications,

which is obviously acceptable at offline stage.
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Figure 3. The reduction of energy with the relaxation of
deadlines.

The online scheduler is an important component of the system for

run-time information gathering and voltage scaling control. To e-

valuate how much energy saving can be achieved by using the on-

line scheduler, we compare energy consumption of ApproxMap with

that of using only offline schedule scheme (Offline).The experiments

are conducted on six task graphs, “creds1”, “kbasic tables”, “kba-

sic task”, “kextended”, “kseries parallel”, “kseries parallel xover”,

with relaxed deadline by 0, 10 and 20 percentage, respectively. The

results are shown in Table II. As is shown in the chart, when there

is no deadline extension, an average of 6.95% more energy saving is
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TABLE II
ENERGY CONSUMPTION (IN MICROJOULE) OF OFFLINE STRATEGY AND APPROXMAP FOR RANDOM GENERATED TASK GRAPHS.

Benchmark
L Deadline relaxed 10% Deadline relaxed 20%

Offline ApproxMap Δ% Offline ApproxMap Δ% Offline ApproxMap Δ%

creds1 718.581 685.826 4.56% 649.247 625.647 3.63% 601.349 601.587 -0.04%

kbasic tables 97.347 91.453 6.05% 87.416 83.258 4.76% 80.169 78.596 1.96%

kbasic task 1.662 1.567 5.72% 1.439 1.389 3.47% 1.384 1.354 2.17%

kextended 1.274 1.173 7.93% 1.003 0.957 4.59% 0.953 0.926 2.83%

kseries parallel 2.846 2.618 8.01% 2.264 2.175 3.93% 2.049 2.047 0.10%

kseries parallel xover 1.941 1.758 9.43% 1.635 1.546 5.44% 1.503 1.449 3.59%

Avg. 6.95% 4.30% 1.77%

achieved which shows that further energy reduction can be achieved

by utilizing time slack and updating voltage set at runtime. The on-

line scheduler reduces by an average of 4.30% and 1.77% energy con-

sumption at relaxed deadline of 1.1∗L and 1.2∗L, respectively. Over

the experimental results of the three different deadline requirements,

it can be observed that the proportion of energy saving over Offline
decreases as the process of deadline increasing. This is because, a

growing number of resilient tasks can choose scaling set with more

time budget, thus more flexible, which leaves small space for online

voltage adjustment. It is also observed that the energy consumption

obtained with ApproxMap is almost equal to the result of Offline for

benchmarks “creds1” and “kseries parallel”, which indicates that the

online scheduler does not update any voltage scaling set for resilient

tasks, because all the resilient tasks are equipped with optimal scaling

set, or the time slack is not big enough to be utilized for any resilient

task in PEST . Yet despite all that, developing effective online sched-

uler is necessary to harnessing the resilience trait for energy saving in

all situations.

We are also interested in the trade-off between performance and en-

ergy consumption. Thus we conduct experiments for four task graphs

(“creds1”, “kextended”, “kbasic tables”, “kbasic task”) by extending

the deadline to different degrees (from 0.8∗L to 1.4∗L). The results

are shown in Fig. 3. We can find that the energy consumption general-

ly decreases with the relaxation of deadlines. This is mainly because

the flexibility of selecting voltage scaling set increases with respect to

the deadline relaxation. Thus, more resilient tasks select better scal-

ing set with lower expected energy consumption. This also increases

the possibility of producing timing slack at runtime for even more en-

ergy savings. We can also observe that when the deadline constraint

is relaxed to a certain point (e.g., deadline relaxation exceeds 120%),

energy consumption reduction starts to saturate. This is because each

resilient task has been executed with its optimal voltage scaling set.

VII. CONCLUSION

Many emerging applications are inherently error-resilient and

hence do not require exact computation. In this work, we present Ap-

proxMap, a hybrid online/offline task allocation and scheduling tech-

nique on homogeneous multiprocessor systems, which determines the

mapping and scaling sequence of resilient tasks to minimize the ener-

gy consumption of the application while meeting its quality require-

ments and timing constraints. Experimental results show that Approx-

Map is able to achieve significant energy savings when compared to

existing techniques.
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